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Statement:
I am visual artist working with
drawing, sculpture, text and
moving image (both 16mm film and
video) creating works that often
draw upon or use the historical
(its stories and symbols) as
a starting point to explore
parallels in our contemporary
society and culture.
My practice considers the unseen
structures within the historical,
within thoughts, within ideologies
and within the unknown. It
attempts to dismantle these
structures, taking pleasure in
instability and fragility.

‘Horse Kosuth’
sculpted clay, found image
Slide for ‘Presentation for a meeting’
36 color & 36 blank 35mm slides, slide projector, 2008

‘Washed Up’
performance - approximately 20min
part of ‘The Auto-Biographical’ invited by Kathrin Wolkowicz
Theater aan de Laan #1 - november 2018

Being ‘Washed Up’ is slang to refer to someone who is no longer
successful or popular, as they’ve been rejected by the ‘oceans’ waters’ and tossed onto shore. The performance explores a ‘desperate’ personality who, like her special invited guest Lasse H. Pedersen (an economist) who was unable to attend, she is ‘also interested
in liquidity, models, taking risks, investments considered to be junk
and crises of a personal sort...’
The artist hopes to solve some water problems.

‘Liquidate it all away’
Installation - sculptures & video - 13’40”
Exhibition ‘The Trouble with Value’
Onomatopee Eindhoven april 2018 +
Bunkier Sztuki Center for contemporary art, Krakow December 2017

The film Liquidate it all Away focuses on how
sellable, or liquid, an object is. Objects are made
liquid when there is either high demand, or it is
priced (very low) to sell. Liquidating forces a value
upon an object that ignores any sentimental value,
nor acknowledges any investment of labor and
time. Liquidation is about free movement and immediate transfer.
The film was shot on 16mm color film, with hidden video footage from Estate Sales I visited, and
integrates found footage from auction houses and
appraisers.

view of installation at Bunkier Sztuki

‘Relic of a sandal’
ceramic - 37cm x 18cm x 5cm
2017

https://www.metropolism.com/nl/reviews/35708_the_trouble_with_value_onomatopee
Review of work & exhibition at Onomatopee by Metropolis M

‘Foot of a broken man’ (Workers foot)
Reed, concrete, sock - 27cm x 9cm x 55cm
2017

‘Swimming Pool for Sale’
screenshot of ‘swimming pool’ sculpture advertised on the local ebay marktplaats
under the swimmingpool category. The intent was to draw local / non-art audiences
to the exhibition space but also to have fun with the 2nd hand market.
The sculpture was sold to the highest bidder.

‘Remains from the Battle of Broken Knee’
ceramic, serving platter
35cm x 28cm
2018

Collaborating and working with Eva for a
month, we used an archeological & fictional
approach to capturing volcanos and the power
of their ‘potential to erupt’.
Selfies and supplies to survive.

Exhibition ‘Sulfur’ as part of the Disclosed series
upon invitation by Eva Olthof to collaborate
Het Wilde Weten, Rotterdam - 2017

Riso poster - Team Thursday

Plaster cast - hand clutching onto a power drink - 2017

‘Predicting the Erupted Volcano’
Installation - sculptures & looped videos

Backdrop for taking selfies
Photographs Mt.Merapi(Olthof) + Volcano(Carey)

‘Liquidate’ solo exhibition at peach - june 2016

‘moving exchange’ - 2016
fired clay fish in straw sandal
24cm x 8cm

‘Liquidate’ exhibition - june 2016

For the opening of Liquidate, various household items belonging to Peach,
along with my ceramic sculptures intermingled, were ‘priced to sell’ by an
Estate-Sale Expert.

‘Bear Market (in sheep’s clothing)’ - 2016
rolled sheep skin, broken bear head found in street
55cm x 25cm x 12cm

‘Liquidate’ exhibition - june 2016

‘Soap & Saddle’ - 2016
Fired clay, leather belt on stair railing
36cm x 24cm x 16cm

Projection of film ‘Liquidate’

‘Liquidate’
5’00” - 2016
The film Liquidate focuses on how sellable, or liquid, an object is.
Objects are made liquid when there is either high demand, or it is
priced (very low) to sell. Liquidating forces a value upon an object
that ignores any sentimental value, nor acknowledges any investment of labor and time. Liquidation is about free movement and
immediate transfer.
The film Liquidate was shot on 16mm color film, with hidden
video footage from Estate Sales I visited, and integrates found footage from auction houses and appraisers.

https://vimeo.com/charlesrenard

Rolling Prophet channels - 2016
Watercolor, acrylic, graphite & ink on paper
56 x 75cm

Within today’s intangible capital of social-media circulation, ‘Burn
Spring Blossom Longing Goat’ focuses on ‘desire’ as an asset,
gaining value the more it circulates. The film progresses from an
unified, ‘for the community’ public plan, where grass, being abundant and free, as well as the land where it grows, shifts towards a
privatized and even lonely agenda.
‘Burn Spring Blossom Longing Goat’ was mostly shot on 16mm
color film and includes research photos that I took, as well as
‘found footage’ from MTV’s cribs - a reality-series showcasing the
homes of stars from the music industry.

‘Burn Spring Blossom Longing Goat’
5’10” - 2016

https://vimeo.com/175295402

filming, photos & sculptures for:
burn spring blossom longing goat

In The Beginning, Chaos
Watercolor, graphite, ink & collage on paper
56 x 75cm - 2015

Sculpture / model participant for the drawing
‘In The Beginning, Chaos’
Photo
broccoli, mud, handmade ceramic plate, overhead projector

In The Beginning, Chaos (detail)

Studies for an injured workforce at Park Saint-Leger (FR) residency - 2015
concrete, bbq skewers, wheels, molds, bandages...

Studies for an injured workforce at Park Saint-Leger (FR) residency - 2015
concrete, bbq skewers, wheels, molds, bandages...

Studies for an injured workforce at Park Saint-Leger (FR) residency - 2015
concrete, bbq skewers, wheels, molds, bandages...

‘Publish & the Publisher’
dv-video, 7’34” - 2014

‘Publish & The Publisher’ explores a facet of push demand (marketing term for creating consumer demand), via emotive excerpts
from real & fictive influential, contemporary orators, mixed with
distribution sales propaganda for the ‘second screen’ phenomena
taken from a company’s website for publishing ads. Remarks from
experts in the field of speech analysis intermingle with personal
dialogue, and 2 time-event marking interruptions (à la Michael
Snow) serve to launch commerical chaos.

https://vimeo.com/88674426

The cameraman, actor and speaker remain unseen through the
video. It is the conduit of the voice, the microphone, which is the
embodying spokesperson and publisher of words; the promoter of
paperless promises.

‘The unexpected, maybe even a let-down’
sculpted un-fired porcelain, wood, serving tray, paint, caster wheels
2012

Head unexpectedly broke and fell off.

‘Freeze frame of the last tornado’
watercolor, pencil, ink, 31 x 19cm - 2014

Shot in 16mm, ‘Eleven Haiku Directives...’ is based on the
permance Performer/Audience/Mirror (by my hero Dan Graham),
and it underlines the sculptural aspect of the objects used, as well
as the physical presense of the voice.
This film ‘for autumn’ belongs to a series of four short films, each
one using its respective season as a backdrop to explore the
cyclical metamorphosis of evolution, found within both individual
and societal formations.

‘Eleven haiku directives for thirty-six, you will have to share’
(Haiku for Autumn)
16mm Film transferred to HD, 3’35”, 2010
looped with synced haiku recordings
edition of 3 + 1 AP + 1 for my hero

Installation view of film for ‘You Are So Many’ Skalitzerstr.64, Berlin,DE
projected size 4 x 3 meters

‘Eleven Haiku Directives for thirty-six, you will have to share’, takes on the appearance of a performance which
occurs in front of a mirror, and explores the development of one’s awareness and conscience of self within a group.
Incarnated by various aged potatoes, the protagonists of the group constitute a microsociety, described via an
omnipresent voice-over throughout the film. As the title indicates, there are eleven haikus spoken, each corresponding
to a specific and different scene.

I wrote the Haikus late one night, in an excited meditative frenzy.
I was also under the influence of John cage, Stanley Milgram and Mennonites.

The film’s voice utters the specially scripted haikus; each one wavers between noted observations and giving
commands; simultaneously dictating an action and announcing aloud what is already, all the while respecting the
japanese tradition by making some allusion to nature.

‘Winter Water Wavelength walk’
(Haiku for winter)
Various 16mm Film-stills, 2013-present
Filming and editing in process
high on high tower,
blue floor holds up solid foot.
water, try walk on.

‘Men Without Chests’
6th Dynasty Egyptian Pharoah Pepi, Two Watercolor Portraits of Pepi
Plate image excavated from ‘Egypt’, Phaidon, 1956
glass mounted 35cm x 80cm - 2010
unique

Mirrors, reflection and distortion led
me to the ubiquitous existence of water.
Water is oft associated with physical
cleansing but I wanted to use it as a
visual form of cleansing, by the gradual
removal of what one does not want to
see – and to stare, like Narcissus, not
because one is in adoration of oneself
but because one could prefer the image
one sees, rather than a reflection of
reality.

I was (and still am) obsessed with the
disease of leprosy and leper colonies.
For this work, an image of a bust of an
Egyptian Pharaoh was excavated from
a Phaidon book on Egypt, printed in
1956.
The ‘leprous’ bust was selected to serve
as my anti-Narcissistic model staring
at his reflection dispersed by reflecting
watercolor portraits.

Solo show ‘You Are So Many’ Gallery Skalitzerstr.64, Berlin,DE
Invited by Marco Bruzzone - text by Dieter Roelstraete - 2010

‘Future farming’
watercolor, pencil, ink, 21 x 15cm - 2012

horse with no tail can’t swim
Watercolor, graphite, ink, on paper
21cm x 15cm - 2012

In considering ‘reason’ for ‘Charming the Snake of Reason’,
the Middle Ages and the transition from superstitious thought
to the enlightenment, and then to the age of reason was
brought to mind. Despite modernity, the human tendency to
pronounce one’s unique knowledge of the unknowable, the
future, as well as the apparition of many ‘gurus’ who seem to
be the only ones seeing secret revelations, provided me with
rich territory (and personalities) to explore so as to visually
and rhetorically connect modern man and medieval man.

Numerology seems to have always been in
existence to prove anything (and everything), as
well as trying manipulate the future. I chose to
work with medieval miniatures (enlumineures
in French) as a visual reference base to start
from, in conjunction with ‘modern’ number so
as to manipulate fear and speculation.

‘Our Next Senior Office Manager Revealed’
15th Century French Enluminure Printed on office paper, text typed over
17,5cm x 25,5cm, (framed 23,5 x 31,5), 2010
Edition of 2 + 1 artist’s print
The edition of two is to accommodate each side of reason’s cerebral column
edition #1/2 - purchased - private collection
Collector proved to have a dominant left cerebral hemisphere
Edition #2/2 can only go to someone with a dominant right cerebral hemisphere
Together, the two hemispheres will metaphorically form what gurus say is the
‘Golden Brain’, where neither side dominates.

‘Charming the Snake of Reason’, publication, Enjoy! wellington,NZ, October 2010

‘The High Places’ is a series of works
on paper made during a residency
in Montenegro for the exhibition
‘Orientation’.
Orientation became a search into being
disoriented within Montenegrin and
Byzantine history where I appropriated
and transposed specific icons and
symbols...

detail ‘breadcrumbs Balaam’ (‘The High Places’ series)
Watercolor, Cockta (cola drink), Ink, Graphite on paper
unframed: 56cm x 75cm, 2009
										

detail ‘There probably is no god so stop worrying’
blue vinyl, 18 sculpted, un-fired clay goat figurines, pink pigment
dimensions 1m20 x 1m60 & 7cm x 3cm x 5cm, 2009

The title of this sculpture work comes
from a bus ad campaign in London.
The title was chosen after the
sculpture was installed in the space,
while pondering the probability of
the reigning goat falling from its
high ground and breaking during the
exhibition.
I was specifically attracted to the
words ‘probably’ and ‘stop worrying’.

‘carpet landscape’ (‘The High Places’ series)
Watercolor, Cockta (cola drink), Ink, Graphite on paper
Framed 59cm x79cm (unframed 56cm x 75cm), 2009

‘Various Platonisms’, curated by Dieter Roelstraete, Gallery Elisa Platteau Brussels,
BE 2009

‘Orientation’ Atelier Dado Cetinje, Montenegro, 2009

‘Ventilations’ is a growing pile of
texts. Sometimes they are recorded,
performed, or published.
The texts, written oft via stream
of consciousness, are written by
assumed or self-proclaimed ‘experts’
whose advice is questionable and
whose already unstable positions
are the driving force for ludicrous
proscribed instructions.

Detail of ‘How to get eggs for free’ from ‘Ventilations’

‘Study in order to Focus - #1’
Watercolor, graphite, black ink on paper, with images printed on transparency
23cm x 30cm, 2012

Detail of ‘self help by Dr.Yu’ from ‘Ventilations’

Exhibition ‘Various Platonisms’ Gallery Elisa Platteau Brussels, BE, October 2009
2HB volume 7, published texts, Center for Contemporary Art Glasgow, 2010

The short looped film, ‘Unknown,
Unconfirmed’ (Lot 74), shot in
color 16mm film, shows a pair of
large, intact clay feet amongst the
mountaintops.
The feet are projected at a
monumental size, similar to a
gigantic statue in India or like
the clay feet of the statue seen
by the ancient Persian king
Nebuchadnezzar (596 BC), in his
monstrous dream, and as told by the
prophet Daniel.

The recorded text, ‘Auctioneer’
connects the sculpture and the
16mm film by presenting the
works as real estate, lots 73 and
74 respectively, up for sale in an
auction.

At the speed of animation, the feet
crack and fall apart at the touch of
falling drops of water, eventually
merging into the landscape. What
is statuesque and seemingly stable
continually collapses.

With a non-stop cadence, the
voice becomes its own medium,
prophecing of a society falling apart,
as land values shoot higher, the voice
subtly inserts details of a demise.

Detail of ‘Unknown, Unconfirmed‘ (lot 74)
Digital documentation of the film set

‘if people can be reincarnated then so can places and this here’s paradise‘ (Lot 73)
Tabletop 160 x 90cm, caster wheels, porcelain mountains, slide projector, 2009
unique
‘Unknown, unconfirmed’ (Lot 74)
16mm film-3’Looped & projected 4m x 3m , 2009
‘Auctioneer’
recorded ‘performed’ auctioneering-1‘48”, synced with film, 2009
Edition of 3 + 1 AP

‘if people can be reincarnated then so can places and this here’s paradise‘ (lot 73)
Tabletop, caster wheels, porcelain mountains, slide projector

Exhibition ‘Never odd or even’ TENT Rotterdam, NL, 2009
Exhibition ‘Moving Worlds’ Carré Rotondes, LX, 2010

‘Presentation for a meeting’
36 color & 36 blank 35mm glass mounted slides, slide projector, 2008
5 second time intervals and automatic advancement

Curious about means to impart knowledge, information and
history, ‘Presentation for a Meeting’ is a cyclical slide show of
monuments, pedestals and horses.
Each slide is a projected still-life sculptural portrait, at various
stages of fresh power and expired decline; interpreting history
for the most banal of conquests: public image.

Exhibition ‘The Heroic’ Nederlands Former Foto Museum, Rotterdam, NL, 2008

